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NOTE:  This document provides 
examples of behaviors/work standards 

that both meet and do not meet 
established expectations for each 

topic.  While the lists of examples are 
thorough, they should not be 
considered as all inclusive.  

 
DUE TO WORK STANDARDS NOT 

BENG CONSISTENT ACROSS 
TRANSMISSION C&M NOT ALL 

EXAMPLES MAY APPLY TO YOUR 
SPECIFIC AREA. THE ROOT WILL BE 
UPDATED AS WE REACH A COMMON 

SET OF STANDARDS. 

 

 
 
HUMAN PERFORMANCE CONCEPTS, TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES 

Conducts/participates in Pre-Job  Briefing  
Utilizes Situational Awareness 
Performs a Self-Check 
Utilizes effective Communication during critical tasks 
Utilizes Verification practices 
Procedure Use and Adherence  
Uses a Questioning Attitude    
Conducts/participates in Post-Job Briefing 

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AND PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 
Wears required PPE 
Utilizes proper ergonomics and body mechanics 

Follows Minimum Approach Distance ( MAD) requirements 
Follows switching and tagging procedures 
Follows proper grounding procedures  

JOB SITE 

Properly defines and secures the work area 

Complies with DOT/Work Zone standards 
Maintains job site and work center condition 

TECHNICAL SKILLS AND CRAFTSMANSHIP 
Adheres to Line specific procedures/work methods 
Adheres to Substation specific procedures/work methods 
Adheres to Relay specific procedures/work methods 

Adheres to Equipment Operator/Hauler specific procedures/work methods 
Adheres to General procedures/work methods 

TOOLS, MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND VEHICLE USAGE 
Obtains all necessary tools, materials and equipment 

Properly uses the appropriate tools 
Properly positions and operates vehicles and equipment 

Inspects tools and equipment 
Properly stores and secures tools, materials and PPE 
Conducts proper recycling, disposal and reusing of material 

COMMUNICATION 

Offers/asks for assistance when needed 
Provides and responds to feedback positively 
Communicates effectively with other departments, third parties and technology 

Conducts effective communication with customers 
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HUMAN PERFORMANCE CONCEPTS, TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES 

Conducts/participates in Pre-Job  Briefing (Key to Life) 

Definition:  Employee is either conducting or engaged in Pre-Job  Brief. 

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Uses Pre-Job  Brief as a check list rather than discussing the 
work practices and hazards 

 Does not look around and assess the potential hazards before 
and during job Brief 

 Person in charge/lead does not ask questions of the crew to 
confirm their understanding of roles and responsibilities 

 Distracted during Pre-Job  Brief by talking on the phone, talking 
to others, not engaged in Pre-Job  Brief 

 Crew does not document the Pre-Job  Brief  
 

 All crew members do not sign the Pre-Job  Brief 
 

 Employee does not proactively provide Pre-Job  Briefing when 
others visit the work site 
 

 Identifies the person in charge/lead 

 Discusses each applicable item on the job Brief form before 
checking it off 

 All members of the work group are focused on the person in 
charge/lead and participate in the Briefing 

 Conducts Briefing after a thorough review of the job site and the 
hazards associated with the job 

 During the course of the work, the crew holds an additional job 
Briefing when a significant change in the job scope occurs that 
could affect employee safety or system reliability  

 Before the crew makes repairs, during outage restoration, they 
conduct a Pre-Job  Brief 

 Does not just read off the information on the Pre-Job  Brief form, 
but uses it to discuss the details of the job & engage others 

 Ensures Contract Flaggers are included in the Pre Job Brief 

 

 

Tool What How When 

Pre-Job  Brief 

Deliberate meeting of job participants 
that focuses on everyone's 
understanding of job scope, 
requirements, hazards, risks and 
defenses. 

Discuss key questions applicable to 
the job: 
*  What will be accomplished? 
*  What needs be avoided (risks)? 
*  What are the critical steps? 
*  What's the defense (mitigation)? 

* Prior to job 
* Before ANY activity takes place 
* Following any significant changes 
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HUMAN PERFORMANCE CONCEPTS, TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES 

Utilizes Situational Awareness  

Definition:  Employee takes the time to conduct final situational awareness by using a 2 Minute Drill. 

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Employee does not take the time to assess the area after being 
away from the work area   

 After getting a late start employee rushes into the job following 
the Pre-Job  Brief 

 Prior to starting work employee examines the area to ensure 
conditions match what was discussed during the Pre-Job  Brief  

 After lunch employee takes time to assess the area for possible 
changes to the work area 

 

 

 

 

Tool What How When 

2 Minute Drill 
 

Final situational check before beginning 
a task to ensure conditions reflect those 
that are expected or were discussed 
during the Pre-Job  Brief and that the 
workers are re-focused on the critical 
aspects of the job. 

Stop and verify that actual 
conditions match those 
discussed during the Pre-Job  
Brief and other planning 
information.  

* Prior to starting work 
* Bridge between Pre-Job  Brief and 
Self Checking 
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HUMAN PERFORMANCE CONCEPTS, TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES 

Performs a Self-Check  

Definition:  Employee takes time to Stop, Think, Act & Review before performing a task. 

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Employee doesn’t point, touch & verbalize prior to acting 

 Employee fails to regroup when conditions change 

 

 

 

 

 

 Employee uses STAR prior to starting a task  

 After being interrupted employee takes the time to ensure they 
pick up where they left off 

 Stop: pause & focus on task at hand 

 Think: is this right thing to do based on my understanding 

 Act: point, touch, & verbalize prior to execution 

 Review: Did I achieve the desired results 

 

 

 

Tool What How When 

STAR 
Conscious and deliberate review of 
intended actions and expected 
results BEFORE performing a task.  

Stop: Pause and focus on task at 
hand 
Think: Is this the right thing to do 
based on my current mental model? 
Act: Point, Touch and Verbalize 
prior to execution 
Review: Did I achieve the desired 
results? 

* At the beginning of a task 
* After being interrupted 
* When conditions change 
* When the task is completed 
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HUMAN PERFORMANCE CONCEPTS, TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES 

Utilizes effective Communication during critical tasks 

Definition:  Clearly stating your actions, receiving an acknowledgement and confirming that you heard the response is vital during critical tasks. 
Some communication can be two way, and other tasks require the added assurance of 3 way communication.   

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Employee does not repeat communication and just gives an OK 
when three way communication is required 

 While removing grounds, the crew fails to communicate to the 
rest of the crew that the grounds have been removed 

 Crew re-energizes a line after an outage without notifying all 
crew members on site. 

 Employee identifies device 2A2 (as 2 apple 2) 

 Uses the preferred communication method for the area 

 When two employees are performing critical or high risk tasks,  
they use three way communication and the phonetic alphabet 

 Communicates and waits for response when preparing to cut 
wire  

 Employee is actively communicating and is attentive during the 
course of the job  

 

 

Tool What How When 

3-Way Communication 
 

Set of verbal communication standards and 
specific techniques designed to help us 
communicate clearly and effectively. 
 

1.  Sender initiates the message 
2.  Receiver acknowledges 
message by repeating it back 
3.  Sender confirms accuracy of 
the message by saying "correct" 
or "wrong" 
 

When important verbal information (e.g. 
instructions, equipment operation, 
condition, switching orders) is 
exchanged between people via face-to-
face, telephone, or radio 
 

Phonetic Alphabet 
 

When the only distinguishing difference 
between two component designators is a 
single letter, then the phonetic alphabet 
form of the letter should be substituted for 
the distinguishing character. 
 

Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, 
Echo, Foxtrot, Golf, Hotel, India, 
Juliet, Kilo, Lima, Mike, 
November, Oscar, Papa, 
Quebec, Romeo, Sierra, Tango, 
Uniform, Victor, Whiskey, X-ray, 
Yankee, Zulu.   
 

* Communicating alpha-numeric 
information (e.g. phase, channel 
designation) 
* Possibility of misunderstanding sound-
alike systems, high noise, poor 
radio/phone reception 
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HUMAN PERFORMANCE CONCEPTS, TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES 

Utilizes Verification practices  

Definition:  Employee uses Peer Check, Concurrent or Independent Verification practices to prevent and detect errors.  

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 New hire assumes the senior worker is doing the work right  

 After performing separate Self Checks employees don’t discuss 
to ensure agreement  

 
 

 During critical tasks employee takes the time to verify action 
being performed by co-worker are in fact correct 

 Prior to beginning work employees review the procedure to 
ensure its correct 

 When creating  a procedure or work plan for a specific high risk 
task, seeks independent verification of plan 

 When a critical step in a task was reached the two employees 
took the time to peer check prior to continuing with the work 

 

Tool What How When 

Peer Check 
 

Series of actions by two individuals 
working together at the same time and 
place, before and during a specific action, 
to prevent an error by the Performer (i.e. 
Doer). 
 

1. Performer verbalizes intended 
actions  
2. Peer verifies actions and 
verbalizes agreement 
3. Performer proceeds with the 
action.  
4. Peer confirms expected results 

Work activities involving critical tasks and/or 
could result in significant consequences. 
 

Concurrent 
Verification 

 

Performer and Verifier independently 
perform Self-Check, then decide together 
that an action is correct and will achieve 
the intended result before the Doer 
performs any action (Prevent Errors). 
 

1. Performer and Verifier mutually 
agree on the action  
2. Performer self-checks  
3. Verifier separately self-checks 
Only proceed if there is agreement 
between Performer and Verifier 

Typically reserved for key components 
where an error could result in significant 
consequences. 
 

Independent 
Verification 

 

Verifier confirms the condition of 
equipment, document accuracy or 
calculations required for safe operation.  
Requires a time and space interval 
between actions of the Performer and the 
Verifier (Detect Errors). 

Verifier independently compares 
condition to guidance documents 
and standards. Independent 
verification is performed after 
completion of the task. 

When an improper component, state or 
document could result in adverse 
consequences if remained undetected. 
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HUMAN PERFORMANCE CONCEPTS, TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES 

Procedure Use and Adherence  

Definition: Employee uses Place Keeping to ensure sequential accuracy of the procedure during use and stops if the procedure is inadequate or 
unclear. 

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 While working though a procedure employee identifies an 
unusual situation but keeps working 

 Edits the order of switching instructions without consulting & 
getting agreement from Operations directing the switching 

 Blind Compliance 

 During switching & tagging circle slash is used 

 Employee notices the procedure they have isn’t the current 
version & stops work 

 Knowing from past experience an employee identifies that a step 
in the procedure is wrong and stops work to have the 
discrepancy resolved prior to proceeding  

 Intelligent Compliance  

 

Tool What How When 

Place Keeping 
Techniques 

Technique of clearly marking 
instructional steps in a 
document to indicate 
completion status of a 
particular step. 

Circle/Slash Technique 
1.  Circle the step number of bullet  
2.  Place a slash to indicate step is 
complete 
 
Check marks and initials to sign off 
blanks can also be used 

When following written instructions (e.g. 
switching orders). 

Procedure Administration 

Defined process and 
expectations for the use, 
adherence, creation and 
approval of procedures 
based on established 
classifications. 

Follow the requirements of standard 
procedures   
 
STOP if there is a question, the 
procedure is inadequate or an unusual 
situation is identified. Resolve the 
question prior to proceeding 
 
Intelligence compliance vs. blind 
compliance 

Anytime written procedures govern the 
work task. 
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HUMAN PERFORMANCE CONCEPTS, TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES 

Uses a Questioning Attitude  

Definition: Uses questioning attitude to determine the course of action is correct and stops when unsure.  

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Employee doesn’t Stop When Unsure of a process or procedure 

 Drawing is unclear about the location a device should be 
installed so tech makes a decision on their own 

 Employee fails to stop and ask for help or guidance when unsure  
of risk associated with troubleshooting equipment they are not 
familiar with 

 

 Employee is working with an un-validated/un-verified self- made 
work plan on a high risk task 

 

 Employee is unsure of the next step so he contacts his 
supervisor to Qualify, Validate & Verify 

 Employee identified a concern with the placement of a device 
and called Engineer to verify before mounting it   

 Referred to drawings to verify correct unit, component, and 
equipment  

 

 

 

 

Tool What How When 

QVV 
(Qualify, Validate & Verify ) 

Questioning attitude technique to 
determine that the course of action 
is correct. 

1. Qualify source of the 
Information 
2. Validate information internally 
3. Verify information 
independently 

Anytime things DO NOT seem 
right! 

Stop When Unsure 
Stop the work and call a "time out" 
when unsure to obtain the most 
accurate information. 

1. STOP the activity 
2. Place the work in a safe 
condition 
3. Contact supervisor  
4. Resolve questions 

Anytime things DO NOT seem 
right! 
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HUMAN PERFORMANCE CONCEPTS, TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES 

Conducts an effective Post-Job Briefing  

Definition:  At the conclusion of the job, time is taken to share lessons learned and to discuss any needed follow up. 

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Post Job Briefing conducted prior to completion of job 

 Not following up with Engineering, Standards, or Supervisor to 
address lessons learned or corrective actions as needed   

 Does not participate in Post Job Briefing by asking questions, 
responding to questions and addressing situations that are 
reviewed  

 Interruptions or side bar conversations are taking place 

 Post Job Brief does not involve all crew members  

 Does not communicate near misses 

 

 Person in charge/lead asks questions to ensure everyone is 
participating and are taking responsibility for the completion of 
the job 

 If a hazard occurs or was mitigated during the job, the details are 
thoroughly reviewed, documented and communicated to 
everyone involved  

 Enough time is taken do a thorough Post Job Briefing 

 Stresses the importance of items that were done well and 
acknowledges those that need improvement 

 Discusses route to next job site, who is following who, exit route 
and any potential hazards along the way  

 

Tool What How When 

Post-Job Brief 
 

Method of self-assessment 
conducted after a work activity to 
solicit feedback from participants to 
identify what went well and lessons 
learned.   

Team discussion on: 
*  Work procedures used 
*  Hazards encountered 
*  Special precautions/deviations 
*  What went wrong/ errors 

* After any job, particularly 
when it does not go according 
to plan 
* When an event occurs 
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AND PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 

Wears required PPE (Key to Life) 

Definition:  Employees shall wear personal protective equipment that is required for the task at hand to protect our employees from injury. 

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Uses chain saw on ground without chaps or hearing protection 

 Not wearing hard hat on a jobsite, in a designated hard hat area, 
where overhead work is being performed, or any environment 
with potential head hazards 

 Wearing jewelry while performing physical work other than 
medical alert tags worn under FR clothing or rubber protective 
gloves 

 Works within 10’ of exposed equipment/conductors without FR 
clothing 

 Employee does not wear work/rubber gloves when climbing or 
handling equipment/materials 

 Wears harness but does not attach lanyard to an appropriate 
anchor point  

 Wearing prescription safety eyewear without side shields as 
required 

 Unapproved stickers applied to hard hats  

 Wearing eye protection that isn’t company approved 

 Gloves or Sleeves not worn when required 

 Appropriate footwear not worn 

 Wears non-FR rated vest when working within 10’ of an 
energized conductor  

 Does not wear low voltage gloves when working on energized 
equipment at or above 50 volts as required 

  

 Wears traffic vest or approved reflective apparel when in the 
right of way or any other work location where visibility is 
needed for employee protection  

 Wears eye protection on the job site and when there is 
potential for an eye injury.  Examples include but not limited to 
working on energized conductors, skinning wire, nailing in 
staples or lag screws, drilling poles, while performing wiring 
activities behind panels/inside electrical cabinets, face shields 
for cutting & grinding, arc rated face shield when required.   

 Wears approved work gloves while working with sharp or 
rough objects.  Examples include but are not limited to rolling 
up wire, driving ground rods, skinning wire, setting poles, 
erecting steel, or handling material and tools 

 Harness is in good condition  

 Wears hearing protection when noise levels exceed 85 
decibels. Ex. using impact guns, grinders, gas powered tools.   

 Wears approved Di-electric footwear when at or below ground 
level when the danger of touch or step potential exists 

 Hard hats and liners must all be within the expiration date and 
there cannot be anything in between the liner and the shell. 
There can also be no cracks to shell or liner nor any 
alterations made 

 Work gloves or rubber glove protectors do not have holes or 
show excessive wear & are within test date  

 FR clothing is not altered, no holes, no tears and in good 
condition. 

 Plain 100% natural fiber clothing worn under approved FR 
clothing 
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AND PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 

Utilizes proper ergonomics and body mechanics 

Definition:  Employee uses proper body positioning while performing tasks to reduce potential for strains, sprains and other injuries.  

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Jumps over obstacles, into holes, or off of elevated positions 

 Works over the jib instead of repositioning bucket as needed to 
eliminate excessive reaching 

 Over extends reach rather than repositioning on pole, in the 
bucket or when working on the ground 

 Does not participate in stretching (BMI) 

 Positions themselves in the line of fire for example  

o Drop Zone  

o Hand placement 

o Body placement 

o Pinch point 

 

 

 

 When lifting objects employee uses legs and keeps back straight 
and maintains load as close to body as possible 

 When moving objects employee moves feet for positioning rather 
than twisting at the waist 

 Utilizes three points of contacts when entering or exiting vehicles 
or when ascending or descending stairs, ladders and platforms 

 Kneels rather than stoops over when depth of hole requires 
repositioning the body while digging 

 Hold tools at the end of the leverage point when installing, 
fastening or removing line and equipment bolts, nuts and other 
fastening devices 

 Identifies potential pinch points & takes measures to eliminate or 
mitigate their exposure 

 Use lifting devices to lift equipment/conductors when available 
opposed to manual lifting 

 Stretches at the job site 

 Positions body to where the work is located rather than 
unnecessarily reaching 
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AND PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 

Follows Minimum Approach Distance (MAD) requirements (Key to Life) 

Definition:  When working on or in the vicinity of energized equipment, employee shall follow the minimum approach distances as indicated in the 
Minimum Approach Distance table. 

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Makes contact with different energized phases or phase to 
ground at the same time  

 Encroaches on minimum approach distance to ground potential 
or phases while handling tools, wire, cable or materials 

 Employee does not properly secure energized wire or jumpers  

 

 

 

 Adheres to MAD table: 

 

 

 Maintains minimum approach distance while working or 
maneuvering around conductors that are or may become 
energized 
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AND PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 

Follows switching and tagging procedures (Key to Life) 

Definition:  Perform switching and tagging as outlined in the switching and tagging manual or work standards manual. 

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Does not use appropriate tags.  For example, not using 
numbered Hold Tags or Caution Tags as required 

 Does not follow specific written order.  For example, not following 
the proper sequence provided in the specific written order 

 Does not Fill out named Hold Tag when working beyond 
appropriate control center’s control 

 Does not involve appropriate control center when operating 
protective devices 

 Does not block appropriate protective devices 

 Does not use phonetic alphabet while using three-way 
communication while receiving & executing an order  

 

 

 Fills out tags completely, accurately and legibly 

 Verifies correct equipment ID numbers before performing 
switching operation 

 Visually verifies equipment is in the proper position before and 
after operation 

 Uses the approved and preferred communication method when 
available; radio, cell phone, land line 

 Utilizes three-way communication when receiving and executing 
an order 

 Utilizes place keeping technique to ensure proper sequence of 
written order is maintained 

 Ensures isolation boundaries are adequate for the work to be 
performed 
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AND PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 

Follows proper grounding procedures (Key to Life) 

Definition:  Installs and removes grounds in accordance with grounding procedures. 

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Employee does not establish/verify visual opening points when 
required and the ability exists  (some equipment can’t be verified 
as open) 

 Conductors and ground clamps and wires are not thoroughly 
wire brushed prior to installing grounds 

 Employee does not use hot stick or insulated work stick and 
proper PPE to apply or remove grounds  

 Does not test lines with appropriate voltage detector prior to 
installing grounds 

 Uses primary jumpers as grounds 

 Fails to ensure all sources are grounded 

 Does not inspect Grounds prior to installing 

 Does not Clean Hot Sticks Prior To use 

 Does not install Flag on Grounds 

 

 Voltage potential test is performed with approved voltage 
detector 

 Employee follows proper sequence when installing and removing 
protective grounds 

 Vehicles & equipment have grounds in place any time they are 
required  

 Reeled or coiled grounds are completely unwound prior to use  

 Utilize rolling ground while pulling overhead conductors 

 Ensures shorts and grounds are removed from current 
transformers after testing prior to putting equipment into service 
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JOB SITE 

Properly defines and secures the work area 

Definition:  Employees will establish the boundaries and mitigate the hazards within the work area to protect the employees and the public. 

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Employee leaves energized equipment open/unlocked and 
unattended 

 Employee identifies and fails to mitigate job site hazards in the 
course of work.  Examples include failing to place a cone over an 
obstruction, fails to cover or remove sharp object, not filling in a 
hole or placing a cone or other barricades 

 Work area not properly barricaded to identify electrical and 
physical hazards 

 Employee fails to follow appropriate substation gate securing 
policy  

 

 Employee provides alternate route to public for safe passage on 
sidewalk or walkway 

 Employee places cones, caution tape, or otherwise establishes 
work area to deter the public from encroaching the work area 

 Employee does not allow a member of the public to enter the 
work zone 

 Employee ensures facility gate is locked after entry as required  

 Post proper signage on gate alerting entrants of open 
trenway/trenches 

 HP tool kit is used when working on or near trip sensitive or high 
risk equipment  
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JOB SITE 

Complies with DOT work zone standards (Key to Life) 

Definition:  When work requires the vehicle to be located on or adjacent to a highway, road, or street the appropriate work zone traffic control 
devices shall be used in accordance with DOT regulations. 

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Fails to contact local law enforcement agency when traffic 
signals are going to be de-energized  

 Does not use stop and go paddles or 24” flags as required for 
traffic control 

 Fails to properly close lane when required 

 Does not wear Class 3 traffic vest and gloves for flagging 
operations.   

 Does not have whistle or other acceptable audible device when 
flagging traffic   

 

 

 

 

 Employs the use of proper work zone and traffic control devices 
to ensure the public is aware of the hazards that we have 
created 

o Warning signs are clear and evident and placed at proper 
distances 

o Traffic cones are being used per DOT guidelines 

o Flaggers are in use when needed, properly positioned 
and performing the task correctly 

o People working within the right of way are wearing either 
approved traffic vests, Class 2 rain gear, or High Vis FR 
clothing as required by DOT guidelines (unless they are 
working on energized equipment) 

 Follows the DOT standard for the individual work zone when 
required 

 Utilizes flashers/strobes appropriately  

 Cones are placed outside of the stiff leg/outrigger  
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JOB SITE 

Maintains job site and work center condition (Key to Life) 

Definition:  All tools, equipment, and materials are organized to minimize hazards and the job site/work center is left in the best condition possible. 

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Debris, material, or pole pieces left on jobsite 

 Tools and materials are laid out in such a manner that they are 
disorganized for use or present tripping hazards 

 Backfills a ditch or hole, without returning it to the original 
condition, as much as possible 

 Buries trash or excess wire on job site  

 Test equipment or cables are placed in the direct flow of foot 
traffic 

 Ladders or cylinders are not properly secured  

 Emergency equipment inside control buildings (such as eye 
wash station/fire extinguisher) are blocked by other equipment or 
out of inspection range  

 

 

 

 Keeps debris and used materials secured to enhance ease of 
clean-up and safe handling of material.  For example, wire ends 
are taped up and broken insulators are stored in a safe manner 

 All unnecessary tools and equipment are kept out of Drop Zone  

 Properly cleans up/contains environmental contaminants 

 Disposes of/recycles all trash including containers, pallets, 
cardboard boxes, banding and plastic wrap  

 When setting a pole, ensure that soil is put back to consider 
settling and control sediment run off  

 Utilizes mud mats in an effort to minimize  damage to customers 
property 

 Properly identifies Drop Zone  
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TECHNICAL SKILLS AND CRAFTSMANSHIP 

Adheres to Line specific procedures/work methods (Key to Life) 

Definition: Employee demonstrates an understanding of procedures/work methods used while doing line work to ensure it’s done safely, efficiently, 
and effectively.  

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Does not perform sound test with hammer and probe test below 
ground line with appropriate tool prior to climbing pole 

 Climbs pole using hands on pole instead of enhanced positioning 
device (buck squeeze) 

 Does not inspect climbing gear prior to use 

 Routinely cuts out due to improper climbing techniques 

 Climbs a pole without buck squeeze at any time 

 Employee stands on conductors, equipment, or other utilities 

 Walks around with climbers on 

 Does not performs approved electrical truck inspections 

 Safety line and rescue block equipment not available for bucket 
or not installed when required 

 Fails to inspects hot sticks for integrity and or fails to verify 
testing date is within range prior to use  

 Does not demonstrates knowledge or application of rescue 
techniques (structures, poles, towers, aerial devices) 

 Fails to maintain three points of contact while climbing 

 Does not check steel at ground line for integrity; decay, rust, 
damage prior to climbing  

 Does not properly attach hot stick attachment apparatus on 
structures 

 Qualified observer not used to monitoring leakage current and 
work activities 

 Does not demonstrate understanding of approved Live Line Bare 
Hand and hot stick work procedures 

 

 Adjusts and maintains buck squeeze to approximately the 0300 
and 0900 positions (not less than the 0400 and 0800 positions) 
before and while climbing pole 

 Utilizes secondary safety when transitioning over obstacles when 
working on poles, towers or other structures 

 Employee secures secondary lanyard to avoid it becoming a 
climbing hazard 

 Reviews inspection tags & visually inspects top of pole before 
climbing  

 Inspects poles for cracks, bird holes, etc. (notifies appropriate 
entity, if pole unsafe or unreliable) 

 Demonstrates the use of appropriate inspection methods of 
poles and or structures prior to work  

 Inspects poles, towers, and structures for damaged or missing 
grounding, hardware, guys, etc. (notifies appropriate entity if 
repairs cannot be made when issues are identified) 

 Demonstrates proper climbing and positioning techniques on 
poles, towers, structures 

 Appropriately uses bucks squeeze when required 

 Visually inspects climbing gear before use and uses 
appropriately (manufacturer tag legible; harness, belts, stitching, 
webbing,  double safety hooks, etc., in safe usable condition and 
adjusted to snug but comfortable level) 

 Maintains three points of contact while climbing then two points 
of contact once in work position with positioning strap in place, 
while working above ground level  

 Demonstrates proper knowledge and application of staging, 
setting poles, operation of equipment (digger derricks, bucket 
trucks and other equipment)     
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TECHNICAL SKILLS AND CRAFTSMANSHIP 

Adheres to Substation specific procedures/work methods 

Definition:  Employee demonstrates an understanding of procedures/work methods used while doing substation work to ensure it’s done safely, 
efficiently, and effectively. 

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Does not follow appropriate procedures or methods while 
performing repair on capacitor bank 

 Does not follow appropriate procedures or methods while taking 
oil samples 

 Fails to establish baseline when using infrared and or ultrasonic 
test equipment  

 Fails to ensure audible alert is communicated and acknowledged 
prior to Doble testing  

 

 

 

 

 

 Demonstrates correct understanding of skills and processes 
associated with oil sampling  

 

 Follows proper procedures or methods while performing 
maintenance on breakers, transformers, batteries, and other 
equipment 

 

 Demonstrates knowledge of task when questioned on the 
procedure, process or work method 

 

 While on-site to respond to a particular issue, takes additional 
time to look for any other abnormality at site and takes necessary 
action to address 
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TECHNICAL SKILLS AND CRAFTSMANSHIP 

Adheres to Relay specific procedures/work methods 

Definition: Employee demonstrates an understanding of procedures/work methods used while doing relay work to ensure it’s done safely, 
efficiently, and effectively.   

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 

 Using test leads in poor condition (jaws bent, boots damaged, 
wire insulation damaged/frayed) 

 

 Employee not using an existing procedure nor developed a work 
plan for a complex and high risk consequence task 

 

 Interfacing hazards not identified or documented 
 

 Employee is not following the approved procedure 
 

 Employee is not following the validated procedure they created 
 

 Has not documented or cannot accurately verbalizes hazards 
associated with interfacing equipment or  mitigation techniques 
are not planned or used 

 

 Some documents required at end of project are missing or were 
not turned in to appropriate person/department (missing; as left 
drawings, as left equipment settings, current transformer tests, 
potential transformer test, and or etc.) 

 

 Ensures test equipment is in good physical condition, operating 
as expected and within calibration range (relay test set, test 
leads, multifunctional meter, etc.) 
 

 Able to communicate correct understanding of the hazards 
associated with the equipment and circuits interfaced to the work 
being performed 

 

 Develops and utilizes drawings and procedures (and/or 
guidelines) to identify current, trip, & control circuits, and voltage 
elements as they relate to electrical schemes 
 

 Procedures or guidelines being used have addressed all 
identified interfacing hazards and mitigation techniques are in 
place 

 

 Engineer approval has been obtained for any changes to 
drawings or deviation from original design. Initials of Engineer 
that approved change/deviation (first, middle, & last name) and 
date placed by any changes on drawings or approval 
document(s) are available. 
  

 Settings revisions/corrections that have been applied have 
documented approval by Engineering. 
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TECHNICAL SKILLS AND CRAFTSMANSHIP 

Adheres to Equipment Operator/Hauler specific procedures/work methods (Key to Life) 

Definition: Employee demonstrates an understanding of procedures/work methods used while operating and hauling equipment to ensure it’s done 
safely, efficiently, and effectively.     

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 

 Did not place barriers between sharp edges & securing strap   
 

 Employee exits or enters bulldozer, backhoe, excavator, or other 
equipment without using three points of contact 
 

 Employee backs a dump truck or other large equipment into a 
work zone without walking down the area prior to maneuvering 
and or without using a spotter/backing guide when others are at 
work site 

 

 Employee transports equipment or load without required cargo 
cover 
 

 Loose ends of chains or binder aren’t secured prior to hauling 
equipment or material 

 

 Employee can produce permit and or notes of load evaluation 
(weights and dimensions) used to determine permit requirements 

 

 Worker verified weight of item to be moved is not beyond 
rating/capability label on jacks, slides, etc. 

 

 Anti two-block devices in place when required 
 

 Demonstrates safe operation of equipment; including knowledge 
of proper rigging for weight and other physical characteristics of 
objects being handled  
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TECHNICAL SKILLS AND CRAFTSMANSHIP 

Adheres to General procedures/work methods (Key to Life) 

Definition: Employee demonstrates an understanding of general procedures/work methods used during the course of the day to ensure work is 
done safely, efficiently, and effectively.   

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 

 Does not create or use approved and appropriate work plan 

 Employee using frayed or otherwise damaged lifting slings 
 

 Employee removed tool guard in order to use tool to perform a 
function the tool is not designed for 

 Employee routes wiring or cables that blocks access to other 
equipment on panels, in cabinets, etc. 

 

 Employee improperly installs or improperly uses swing arms 
(Also known as Jib or Swing Around) 
 

 Employ fails to verify machine/tool safety guards in place and 
secure before starting work 
 

 Using sling with illegible rating tag 
 

 Lift plan was not developed for lifts requiring a specific lift plan 
 

 Uses a sling rated lower than item being lifted because it is 
nearby rather than going to truck for correct sling 
 

 Continues with confined space work when air monitoring 
equipment or fresh air ventilation system intermittently 
malfunctions 
 

 Does not ensure all necessary drawings, prints, reference 
materials, and settings are at job site prior to start of work & 
utilized during work 

 

 

 Work area/surface clear of obstructions that could negatively 
affect safe and efficient task completion 

  

 Machine/Tool is setup and verified for correct attachments, etc. 
for safe and efficient task completion 

 

 Demonstrates proper use and application of lifting slings 
 

 Demonstrates correct understanding of wiring skills and print 
reading 

 

 Ensures lifting device set up within appropriate chart limits 
 

 Crane set up within radius and weight limits 

 Lift plan is in place when required  
 

 Verifies rigging is properly sized for the plan to lift  
 

 Follows confined space entry procedure 
 

 Demonstrates proper knowledge or use of air monitoring 
equipment and fresh air ventilation as required 

 

 Hot Work procedure followed  
 

 Refers to available resources (drawings, locates, etc.) related to 
below grade facilities before digging 
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TOOLS, MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND VEHICLE USAGE     

Obtains all necessary  tools, materials and equipment 

Definition:  Obtains all necessary tools, equipment and materials to complete the task without requiring additional trips. 

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Does not have appropriate amount of conductor & wire size for 
job 

 Crew works a tear out job and does not bring take up reel and/or 
pole trailer when needed 

 Bill of Lading not completed for transportation of SF6  

 

 

 

 Crew has all necessary items when they arrived at the job 

 Truck properly stocked with required tools and materials 

 Employee refuels vehicles and equipment as needed  

 Appropriate testing equipment is available prior to leaving for the 
jobsite  
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TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND VEHICLE USAGE 

Properly uses the appropriate tools 

Definition:  Uses the appropriate tools for the task at hand.  

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Uses extension ladder without the proper 1:4 ratio for setup 

 Uses a knife to strip cable when stripper can be used 

 Uses a ground rod as a probe 

 Uses slings or steel chokers without proper load rating tagging 

 Uses employee-modified tools 

 Uses A frame ladder in folded position  

 

 

 When using knives, avoids drawing toward your body or others 

 Uses approved outer jacket stripper to remove outer jacket off  
cable where available 

 Ensures that the load limits of all ropes, blocks and hand lines 
are observed 

 Utilizes the appropriate sprays or repellents when insects are 
observed 

 Uses insulated tools when working on or near energized circuits  

 Uses correct screwdriver for the size screw head 

 Ensures the rating of the tool is not exceeded  

 Uses battery operated presses instead of manual presses to 
crimp compression connectors when available 
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TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND VEHICLE USAGE 

Properly positions and operates vehicles and equipment (Key to Life) 

Definition:  The correct vehicle or equipment is properly positioned to allow safe and efficient performance. 

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Material handler has to be repositioned unnecessarily to 
complete the task associated with the job 

 Truck is set up in a way that prohibits proper work position from 
the basket.  For example, unnecessarily working over or 
reaching across the jib, rotating through limbs or height of lower 
boom is exposed to traffic. 

 Employee uses material handler to pull poles of any type  

 Employee rides on the running board or sit on tailgate while the 
vehicle is in motion 

 Does not use the appropriate warning devices/escort when 
transporting poles 

 Does not use pole puller to pull old poles 

 Employee uses boom/jib to side pull load 

 Vehicles are parked in such a way that backing is required to exit 
substation  

 Does not adhere to the anti-idling policy 

 Does not perform a proper 360 prior to moving vehicle or 
equipment  

 Employee doesn’t establish a plan for vehicle/equipment travel & 
staging inside substation  

 Fails to complete a Pre/Post Trip inspection on DOT required 
vehicle 

 Does not demonstrate proper knowledge and application of hand 
signals 

 

 

 Outriggers / stiff legs shall be used on all boom-mounted 
equipment where provided 

 Outrigger pads are used when needed  

 Follows the weight charts and lifting capacity of the vehicle and 
equipment in their possession 

 Follows the load limits of digger boom and bucket jib 

 Load limits of trucks/trailers are adhered to 

 Adjusts length of trailer to accommodate the length of poles 

 Parks vehicle on the appropriate side of the road 

 All non-essential vehicles shall be parked so as not to impede 
the flow of traffic or block equipment access 

 Seatbelts are being worn, by passengers and driver, while 
vehicle is in motion 

 Vehicles positioned to avoid contact with stationary objects upon 
being moved 

 Chocks are placed appropriately on equipped vehicles and 
trailers  

 Areal devices are attached to the station ground grid when 
required 
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TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND VEHICLE USAGE 

Inspects tools and equipment 

Definition:  All tools and equipment shall be inspected as required to ensure that all dates are current and tools are in proper working condition. 

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Does not air test rubber gloves before each use 

 Does not change worn rubber glove protectors as needed 

 Uses out of date tools and protective equipment 

 Does not inspect nylon and wire slings to verify load limit and 
condition of sling 

 Does not inspect personal fall arrest equipment prior to use 

 Uses hoist and hand lines without safety clasp 

 Does not inspect Hot Stick Tools prior to use  

 Fire extinguisher inspection out of date   

 Water gel emergency burn kits are out of date 

 Eyewash station is dirty and missing covers 

 Broken or damaged tools are available for use 

 

 

 Inspects hydraulic equipment for frayed hoses and hydraulic oil 
leaks 

 Pre-flight aerial equipment daily 

 Ensures grounds, hoists, mechanical jumpers, hot sticks and all 
other dated tools are current and in proper working condition 
prior to use 

 Inspects all rubber goods prior to each use 

 Ensures that approved testing device is tested on a known  
energized source, prior to use when available 

 Ensures that chain/pole saw is properly adjusted and in proper 
working condition prior to use 

 Insulating tools are not altered 

 Checks batteries and volt meters 

 Dated items in the first aid kit are “in date” 

 Bloodborne pathogen kit items are “in date” 
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TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND VEHICLE USAGE 

Properly stores and secures tools, materials, equipment and PPE 

Definition:  Store and secure tools, materials, equipment and PPE to prevent loss or damage to both company and public property while protecting 
our employees and the public. This includes transporting materials during the course of work and not just at the completion of a job.  

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Tree saws/chain saws and axes are stored without guards in 
place 

 Rubber protective equipment is stored in an incorrect bin or left 
on the back of the truck exposed to the elements 

 Stores chainsaw or other heavy tools and materials in the same 
bin as the phasing sticks, load bust tool, or volt meter in such a 
way that these devices could be damaged 

 Battery operated tools stored with battery connected  

 Hand held propane tanks stored in the cab of the vehicle 

 Other sharp tools are stored improperly or unsheathed  

 

 

 

 All tools, materials, equipment and PPE are properly secured 
and put in the proper place 

 Nothing is stored inside glove bag with rubber gloves unless in 
designated holder 

 Upon completion of work, the boom is racked and strapped down 
where designed to do so and outriggers are retracted 

 Secures hot sticks in a bin or it is stored in a tube 

 Stores rubber goods in a way that they will not be exposed to 
weather or sunlight 

 Gaff guards are in place when climbers are not being used 

 Poles on trailer/pole racks are properly secured prior to and 
during transport 

 Materials in cab are secured to minimize movement during travel  
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TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND VEHICLE USAGE 

Conducts proper recycling, disposal and reusing of material 

Definition:  Material will be correctly restocked where applicable and recycled or disposed of properly. 

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Does not properly label possible PCB containing equipment 
according to environmental policy 

 Aerosol cans thrown away when not empty 

 Capacitor cell is not shunted before being stored 

 Does not place wood waste in appropriate location when 
returning it to the Operation Center 

 

 

 

 

 

 Minimizes waste of materials while following corporate directive 

 Any leaking oil filled equipment is properly labeled and stored for 
transport 

 Batteries are recycled according to local and state guidelines 

 All recyclable material is placed in proper bins. For example 
cardboard, steel, scrap wire etc. 

 All vehicles are checked for proper housekeeping at the end or 
beginning of the shift 
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COMMUNICATION 

Offers/asks for assistance when needed 

Definition:  Employee gets assistance from others or offers assistance to others when the task at hand is more than one person can accomplish 
safely, effectively, and efficiently. 

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Stands around while others are working 

 Loads heavy materials on a truck when there are other people 
available to help 

 Loads poles on a line truck without asking for assistance. (If 
others are available.) 

 Watches someone carry a large amount of material to the rear lot 
while you are carrying nothing 

 

 

 

 When finished with personal responsibilities, asks others what 
you can assist with 

 Offers information for the purpose of training and educating 
others 

 Calls for help to expedite an outage 

 Employee asks for help while moving heavy equipment 
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COMMUNICATION 

Provides and responds to feedback positively 

Definition:  Employee offers feedback to fellow employees, in a positive manner, when areas of improvement are evident and accepts feedback that 
is given with an open mind for self-improvement. 

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Swears 

 Grabs at tools or throws things 

 Rolls eyes or demonstrates other negative body language when 
another employee provides feedback or asks questions 

 Raises voice or yells  

 Employee responds defensively through tone of voice, word 
choice, or body language 

 

 

 Communicates suggestion or feedback using assertive word 
choices 

 Acknowledges suggestions and asks questions for clarification 

 Does not show frustration when being coached on behavior or 
challenged to be more involved 

 Speaks directly with a person rather than calling them out in a 
group setting 

 Provides feedback using positive words and fully explains the 
impact of the direction to demonstrate respect and 
courteousness to fellow employees  
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COMMUNICATION 

Communicates effectively with other departments, third parties and technology 

Definition:  Communicates effectively with other departments and third parties verbally, in writing and electronically to ensure that everyone who is 
on the job site or needs knowledge of a job is aware of necessary information.  

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Does not communicate with representatives from other utilities or 
construction crews on work to be performed on jobsite 

 Determines a jobsite is unworkable and leaves, instead of 
attempting to make contact with stake holders, and asking 
questions to resolve the problem 

 Finds existing inaccuracies in the field and does not inform the 
proper stake holders for corrections 

 Refers work to other employees or departments without 
engaging or asking them first and when he/she is personally 
capable of completing 

 Enters substation without making appropriate notifications 

 

 Acknowledges radio calls when heard  

 Advises fellow workers, police, other emergency vehicles or the 
public to keep away from work area when it is unsafe to enter 

 Communicating with engineering when redlining work 
instructions on work order    

 Notifies Control Center when there is outage follow up work to be 
completed 

 Communicates with Protection & Control Engineering when 
questioning equipment settings  
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COMMUNICATION 

Conducts effective communication with customers 

Definition:   To professionally provide as much detail as possible by promoting face to face, phone, or written communication, in order to 
enhance/increase customer satisfaction. 

Does Not Meet Standard Meets Standard 

 Overpromises the customer on undeliverable items/issues 

 Does not allow the customer to speak by interrupting, or finishing 
the customer’s sentence 

 Yells or talks loudly, badmouths or makes negative comments 
about the company to customers 

 Deflects blame by pointing the finger at other personnel or  
departments within the company in front of the customer 

 Causes damage to customer property and does not alert 
customer and supervisor 

 Accepting monetary gain or favors from customer  

 

 Where possible, notifies customer upon arrival on property 

 Closes the visit with customers either in person, calling, or by 
leaving a neatly written door hanger and taking the necessary 
time and effort to fully explain the work that has been performed 

 Attempts to make contact with customers before altering 
landscape 

 Removes sunglasses or dark glasses when speaking with 
customers in order to make good eye contact 

 Employee has hard hat, shirt or other means of identification to 
notify customer of being a Duke Energy employee  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


